This work investigates whether nonlexical information from speech can automatically predict the quality of smallgroup collaborations. Audio was collected from students as they collaborated in groups of three to solve math problems. Experts in education hand-annotated 30-second time windows for collaboration quality. Speech activity features, computed at the group level, and spectral, temporal and prosodic features, extracted at the speaker level, were explored. Fusion on features was also performed after transforming the later ones from the speaker to the group level. Machine learning approaches using Support Vector Machines and Random Forests show that feature fusion yields the best classification performance. The corresponding unweighted average F1 measure on a 4-class prediction task ranges between 40% and 50%, much higher than chance (12%). Speech activity features alone are also strong predictors of collaboration quality achieving an F1 measure that ranges between 35% and 43%. Spectral, temporal and prosodic features alone achieve the lowest classification performance, but still higher than chance, and exhibit considerable contribution to speech activity feature performance as validated by the fusion results. These novel findings illustrate that the approach under study seems promising for monitoring of group dynamics and attractive in many collaboration activity settings where privacy is desired.
Introduction
This study is part of a new multi-year project that aims to build privacy-preserving speech-based analytics for the automatic assessment of multi-student collaboration in a school setting. Collaboration is an important 21st-century skill that students must be able to master as they progress through school and beyond [1] . Research has shown that students need feedback in the school environment to develop collaboration skills. Many do not come to class with experience in how to engage with their peers in collaborative activities and how best to work together productively in groups [2] .
Teacher assessment of group collaboration is a challenge in todays classrooms, since class size typically makes it infeasible for a single teacher to monitor a large number of small groups simultaneously [3] . The ultimate goal of the project is to produce knowledge about the feasibility of speech analytics and the creation of adaptive software that could help teachers by identifying groups that need feedback in real time, as well as by helping teachers to better target their interventions.
Information from speech is a key knowledge source for the effort, since collaborative learning in classrooms usually takes place through natural language. Although there are many approaches (e.g., keystroke data, written responses) for gathering diagnostic information about collaborative learning, most collaborative learning involves peer discourse. Automated analysis of peer discourse in collaborative learning has been successful [4, 5, 6] , but most past work has focused on non-spoken modalities, e.g. using chat rooms [4] .
Though speech data is uniquely central and authentic to peer discourse, the field does not yet have key knowledge of automatically analyzed speech in small group collaboration. Some exploratory work has successfully developed speech analytics for a situation in which one student is asked to answer a question while on camera [7] . Other researchers have taken a different approach that tries to apply speech analytics to very specific and sophisticated aspects of collaborative learning, such as idea co-construction [8] and transactive contributions [9] .
This project focuses on simpler behaviors in collaborative situations. To preserve privacy, no words and no video signals are used. The setup uses non-lexical features only, is lightweight and requires only basic equipment (microphones). Furthermore, there is no dependency on automatic word recognitiona current challenge in the context of the classroom setting.
In a first exploration using a subset of the new corpus [10] , we found that features that capture when each participant speaks, as well as how each participant speaks, are good predictors of collaboration quality. In this study, we analyze the full collected data set, and explore a wider range of group speech activity features and prosodic, spectral and temporal features. We also investigate how to fuse features that are taken from the group with those taken from individual talkers, and explore a range of classifiers for the fusion. Finally, we begin to examine whether the approach can detect specific features of participation such as turn taking, crosstalk, emotion, and off-task behaviors.
Data Collection
Collaborative math activities included 12 separate math problems. Participating students, organized in groups of three, had to work together and talk to each other to coordinate their three answers to the problems. 141 middle school students (67 in sixth grade, 40 in seventh grade, and 34 in eighth grade) from six different schools participated in the study. The gender breakdown was evenly split across the students.
The data was collected during 86 collaborative sessions, each lasting about 15-20 minutes. Most students participated in 2 sessions with different group configurations. In each session, each group was recorded by video, and audio recordings were collected using individual noise-cancelling microphones worn by each student. These audio recordings were divided into segments that corresponded to the time that the group spent on a particular math problem (items). The items were further divided into 30-second windows. Depending on the length of the item, some window were less than 30 seconds. Windows less than 5 seconds long were discarded. In total, there were 866 items and 2942 windows.
Data at the levels of item and window were annotated by a team of five education researchers. In order to ensure reliability on the annotations, all annotators were trained on the coding scheme and went through a calibration process. The average of the Cohens kappa score [11] for each pair of judges across four sessions was 0.612 after training. During the annotation process, additional calibration instances were selected to prevent significant drift on the application of the codes. All disagreements were discussed by the annotators and a final code was assigned. The annotators had to assign one of four collaboration quality codes (Q codes). The Q codes represented the degree to which the three students of the group were collectively engaging in good collaboration. It should be noted that the codes depend on whether and how much each student was intellectually engaged in the group problem solving, and not on simply the duration of each student's speech. More successful collaboration occurs when students engage each others' thinking [12] . In other words, the collaboration quality codes differentiated between simple engagement (whether or not students were talking and paying attention) and intellectual engagement (whether or not the students were engaged in actively solving the problem at hand). The annotators made their decisions based on both the audio and the video recordings. The Q codes are defined as follows:
• Good Collaboration ("Good"): All three students are working together and intellectually contributing to problem solving.
• Out in the Cold ("Cold"): Two students are working together, but the third is either not contributing or is being ignored.
• Follow the Leader ("Follow"): One student is taking the intellectual lead on solving the problem and is not bringing in others.
• Not Collaborating ("Not"): No students are actively contributing to solving the problem; each is either off-task, or working independently.
The distribution of the Q codes assigned at the window level is 0.34 for the "Good Collaboration" class, 0.27 for the "Out in the cold" class, 0.21 for the "Follow the leader" class and 0.18 for the "Not Collaborating" class.
Features

Speech activity features
During the data collection and experimental setup, students were allowed to speak freely. As a result, the collected audio recordings exhibit overlapping speech from the three students participating in the group. To overcome this problem, a Speech Activity Detection (SAD) system was used to identify the speech regions and exclude the silent and noisy regions. This SAD system, which was based on a speech variability threshold optimized on a small set of four samples [13, 14] , was ran independently on each of the three student channels. The thresholded output on each audio channel was used to identify the student-specific speech signal and eliminate the noise, silence or cross-talk regions. The features derived from SAD output capture information about the amount, duration, and location of speech regions, much like the features used in studies of dominance in multiparty meetings [15, 16] . However, the features we extracted differ. In detail, several duration-related statistics were created using the SAD output. These features are the total duration of speech for each student ("Total Duration 1", "Total Duration 2", and "Total Duration 3"), the duration in which each student was the only speaker ("Solo Duration 1", "Solo Duration 2", and "Solo Duration 3"), the duration of overlapping speech from each pair of students ("Overlap Duration 1-2", "Overlap Duration 1-3", and "Overlap Duration 2-3"), the duration of overlapping speech from all the three students ("All Duration"), and the duration in which all students were silent ("No Duration").
From these SAD-derived statistics, only "All Duration" and "No Duration" could be used directly as group-level features, since they characterize the whole group. The remaining sets of features (three each for Total, Solo and Overlap Durations) reflect the SAD activity for individual speakers or speaker pairs. In order to obtain group-level features for these sets, each of the three statistics in each set was converted to proportions p(x) by dividing them by their sum. Then, the distribution of each set was estimated by means of the Shannon Entropy [17] as follows:
In our case, there are 3 speaker-level measurements per set. Thus, the entropy values range between 0 and log 2 3 ≈ 1.585.
The minimum value indicates a window during which only one of the students (or overlapping pairs) speaks, while the maximum value indicates a window during which all three students (or overlapping pairs) are speaking equally. Since only minimum and maximum entropy values have a clear interpretation in this context, we created another type of group-level feature to capture the relationship between speaker durations: ratio rtatistics. "Ratio 1" is computed by dividing the second most talkative student (or pair) by the most talkative student (or pair). "Ratio 2" is computed by dividing the least talkative student (or pair) by the most talkative student (or pair). These ratios can be interpreted as the relative duration of the second most and least talkative students (or pairs) relative to the most talkative student.
Spectral, temporal and prosodic features
In our data collection setup, students were allowed to speak freely and one of our core goals has been to capture a diverse set of speech such as spectral, temporal prosodic and tone. We aimed to use a such diverse set of features to have a holistic view of which major categories of speech features are indicators of good collaboration. In addition, we extracted all speech features for each student independently. This allows us to extract both speaker-level and group-level speech features. The frame shift of the features is 30ms and the window varies from 20 − 40ms. The frame level features include the Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [18] . The MFCC represent the cepstral information of the signal. Other spectral and energybased features which were computed include the energy of 4 frequency bands as features, the time-domain energy, and the statistics of the spectrum (mean, variance, kurtosis and skewness). Noise-robust features include the RASTA features, which filter invariant and rapidly variant noise types. Furthermore, we included features which capture the harmonic content of the signal, such as harmonicity and voicing. For the last two features, we used zero crossing rate and chroma, which measure the dominant formants and tonality of the speech signal. To extract the features, we used a variety of open source [19, 20] and SRIowned tools. Finally, after the frame features were extracted, the features were averaged at the segment level. All features were speaker-normalized by subtracting the speaker mean over the session. Unlike the speech activity features described in Section 3.1, these speaker-based extracted features are "blind" to the prosodic activity and speech characteristics of the other participants. This approach provides a real-time processing advantage, but the performance is expected to be suboptimal since the features from each individual speaker contain no information about the behaviour of the other speakers.
Feature fusion
Speaker-based features were also combined with speech activity features by means of early fusion. To achieve this, the spectral, temporal and prosodic features had to be transformed from the speaker level to the group level. To this end, three different approaches that map these features to the group level were proposed. One of the three mapping approaches is entropy-based, while the other two approaches perform the mapping by stacking the prosodic features extracted for each of the three speakers into a single feature vector. These transformation approaches are described in more detail below:
• Entropy-based mapping: The distribution of each speaker-level feature was combined by means of the Shannon entropy [17] in a way similar to the one described in Section 3.1.
• SAD-ordered based mapping: The features extracted from each speaker of the group were stacked into a single feature vector by taking into account the duration of speech of each speaker in the group. That is, the speakers of each group were sorted based on their speech duration within each window, and their corresponding features were then stacked based on this ordering. In this sense, the features at the group level are comprised of the feature values for the most talkative speaker within the window, followed the feature values for the second most talkative student within the window, followed by the feature values for the least talkative speaker within the same window. • MinMax-ordered based mapping: This approach is similar to the previous one in the sense that the speaker-level features for speakers of the same group are stacked, but the stack ordering is determined by the raw feature values. That is, the features at the group level are comprised of the maximum feature value within the window, followed by the second maximum features values within the window, followed by the minimum feature values within the same window.
Classification
The dataset was partitioned into a development set and a heldout set. Special care was exercised to prevent speaker overlap between these two sets. 70% of the data were used in the development set, and 30% of the data were used in the held-out set. The development set was used for tuning the parameters and training the classifiers, while the held-out set was used for the assessment of the classification performance. Classification was performed by employing two different types of classifiers: support vector machines (SVMs) [21] and random forests [22] . For SVMs, a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel was used with three different values for the kernel parameter, γ = 0.1, 0.01, 0.001. For random forests, experiments with 10, 20, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 estimators were performed using the information gain as a measure of quality for each split. Additionally, automatic feature ranking and selection was performed by means of a Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) procedure. Initially, the estimators were trained on the initial set of features. At each iteration step, a number of features were removed until a pre-selected number of features was reached. Based on the higher unweighted F1 measure estimated across a 10-fold cross-validation scheme on the development set, the best classifier with its optimal parameters and the optimal number of features were selected. As before, during cross-validation, folds were created so that no speakers were present in both train and test set partitions.
Results and Discussion
Group-level features based on speech activity were comprised of 2942 datapoints with 20 dimensions each. Spectral, temporal and prosodic features were extracted at the speaker level. Since there were 3 speakers per group, there were 3 times as many datapoints (8826 datapoints) with 138 feature dimensions each. After applying the transformation to the group level, the resulting features consisted of 2942 datapoints with 200 dimensions each when the entropy-based fusion was used, and with 600 dimensions each when the the other two fusion methods were used. Two classification experiments were conducted with two different subsets of speech activity features:
• Experiment I: Only a subset of 5 speech activity features was used that includes "All Duration", "No Duration", and the entropy-based ones estimated on the "Total Duration", "Solo Duration" and "Overlap Duration" features.
• Experiment II: All 20 speech activity features were used.
Classification performance was evaluated by estimating both the accuracy and the F1 measure in the held-out set. These results are presented in Tables 1 and Tables 2 for Experiments I and II respectively. Results are shown at both the class level (Q codes) and in overall across classes by means of unweighted averages that account for the performance of each class equally. SAD features alone are better predictors than the temporal, spectral and prosodic features alone. The SAD subset of Experiment I outperforms the latest features in terms of F1 measure by 7.8%, while the SAD features of Experiment II outperform the speaker-based features by 16.1%. This result was expected because classification using the speaker-based features uses information from individual speakers to predict group-level labels. However, these features also seem promising, since they show the ability to predict non-"good" classes (i.e., "follow" and "not"). This first observation is further verified by the fusion results. In detail, when the speaker-based features are combined with the SAD features in Experiment I, the latter's performance in terms of the F1 measure is improved by 9.6% for the entropy-based fusion, by 10.6% for the SAD-ordered fusion, and by 4% for the MinMax-ordered fusion. In the case of Experiment II, there is a gain of 6.7% in F1 measure when the entropy-based fusion is used, while the other two fusion methods do not seem to contribute towards improving the initial SAD features performance. This implies that when the SAD features are not powerful predictors on their own (as in the case of Experiment I), they can be enhanced by speaker-based features. This fact is important, since the extraction of prosodic features is straightforward and independent of the group information. It is also worth noting that all the results are well above chance performance when a "brute force" method is used that assigns all samples to the label with the most frequent class. In this case, "good." The unweighted F1 measure in this case is 12.2%.
The results for the SAD features alone were derived when SVMs were used for classification. In the case of Experiment I, the SVM kernel parameter is γ = 0.01 and the optimal number of selected features is 4 out 5. For Experiment II, γ = 0.001 and 14 out of 20 features are kept. In the case of spectral, temporal and prosodic features, the best results are obtained when random forests with 100 estimators are employed. The optimal number of features in this case is 48 out of 138. The best results for the fusion methods are derived when random forests with 1000 estimators are used. When fusion with the SAD subset of Experiment I is applied, the optimal number of features is 12 out of 143 for the entropy-based approach, 29 out of 419 for the SAD-ordered method and 19 out of 419 for the MinMaxordered approach. The corresponding optimal numbers of features for the case of Experiment II are: 35 out of 158 for the entropy-based approach, 69 out of 434 for the SAD-ordered approach, and 26 out of 434 for the MinMax-ordered based approach. It is also worth mentioning that in all fusion approaches the top ranked 4 features in Experiment I are SAD features. In Experiment II 17, SAD features are included in the optimal features, and most of them are ranked higher. This observation on the optimal features further supports our expectations, which were also validated by the classification results. That is, the SAD features alone are better collaboration predictors than the prosodic features alone, since they are directly extracted on the group level in contrast to the prosodic features which are agnostic to the group information. In addition, the complimentary power of the prosodic features was also validated.
Conclusions
We studied the automatic prediction of collaboration quality among students by exploiting group-based durational statistics and speech analytics. Speech activity features were estimated on the group level and prosodic features were extracted at the speaker level. The combination of the two types of features was also investigated by employing three different approaches for mapping the speaker-based spectral, temporal and prosodic features to the group level. Results reveal that both speech activity features and prosodic features are good predictors of collaboration quality, while their combination by means of fusion can considerably improve their collaboration prediction performance. Results demonstrate that privacy-preserving automatic speech features offer promise for future applications that can monitor multiple groups simultaneously for collaboration quality. Future work will include investigation of a wider range of features and modeling approaches, as well as research on utility of the automatic feedback for teachers in the classroom.
